Accessibility support for Microsoft Forms

Get started using accessible features in Microsoft Forms

- Use a screen reader to explore and navigate Microsoft Forms
- Basic tasks using a screen reader with Microsoft Forms
- Use a screen reader to respond to form or quiz questions in Microsoft Forms
- Use a screen reader to work with forms in other Microsoft apps

Create and customize forms and quizzes in Microsoft Forms

- Use a screen reader to create a new form in Microsoft Forms
- Use a screen reader to create a new quiz in Microsoft Forms
- Use a screen reader to apply a theme or add images to forms and quizzes in Microsoft Forms

Check and share form and quiz results in Microsoft Forms

- Use a screen reader to check and share your form or quiz results in Microsoft Forms

Co-author forms and quizzes in Microsoft Forms

- Use a screen reader to share a form or quiz to collaborate in Microsoft Forms

See also

- Introduction to Microsoft Forms
- Forms help & learning

Need more help? Contact the ITS Service Desk.